
Yogas Taking Wealth and Riches in a Horoscope
 Treatments are bad luck charms - rather symbols to target purpose to attain prosperity. Placing three garnets on your workplace energises company;

placing a money stone in your purse increase your intent.

 

These may be along with Sri Yanta: 9 interlocking triangles encompassing the main Bindu, a union of female embodiment of Shakti and Strong Shiva.

You can find many other designs also, including Saligram etc.

 

Astrological signals in the natal maps suggest wealth also . if it falls to the panel or is gained through reasoning, action and will power.

 

 

Wealth is denoted in 2nd and 11th houses of a horoscope. It walks in when the 2nd master is in tandem with that of the fifth and 9th houses. So gem

stones for the5th and 9th home as well as second and 11th home raise wealth.

 

The career of Jupiter, Venus and Mercury indicate basic economic well-being of the horoscope. Once the 7th and 8th properties are good, finances

improve following marriage. Jupiter in the 8th means inheritance, their absence is negative.

 

In Vedic-astrology a Raj-yog means the lord of the first, 4th, 7th or 10th in the 5th or 9th Home or vice versa. Trading and company wealth is indicated

by the Sunlight in a positive signal with the next and 6th cusps and an auspicious Mars. An individual with such a mixture has the true luxury of

insisting that being created poor is chance, 

but dying bad can be your fault!

 

Other happy combines for wealth may contain:

 

A Virgo with Rahu, Venus and Mars. Some astrologers also desire a Saturn here

 

Saturn, Jupiter and Mercury in their own signals for endurance and riches

 

Sun with Moon and Jupiter in favourable jobs in the Navamsa

 

Early wealth includes god the father of the 2nd and 10th properties accompanied by god the father of the lagna in the Kendra of god the father of the

Navamsa

 

God of house of relationship in the 2nd house, god of the next home in the 11th and the lord of the 11th in the lagna.

 

 

About the Author
 Get to learn more about your profession/ career and money that you will make in your lifetime regarding Monthly horoscope. Do the simple astrology

remedies that will take you enormous gains and 

improve your comforts. Click add to basket to order a settled record in your Job and Money from below.
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